
Elevating Smart Energy 
by Elevating the Smart 
Energy Experience 

www.weareeverise.com

• According to Parks Associates, the 
technical complexity of smart energy 
and other connected devices stands 
as a formidable barrier to both product 
loyalty and mass adoption.

• Everise is a global experience company 
specializing in bridging the gap between 
your product and its mass adoption, 
by transforming both the product user 
experience and the product itself. 



Everise is a global experience company 
specializing in bridging the gap between your 
product and its mass adoption, by transforming 
both the product user experience and the 
product itself.

Everise offers a unique approach 
for Energy providers

Everise transforms the product user experience 
by improving every stage of the user journey 
and product lifecycle.

According to Parks Associates, the technical 
complexity of smart energy and other 
connected devices stands as a formidable 

Everise is Different

 a Pre-release field testing 
 a Beta testing
 a AI-augmented post-release CX 
 a Premium product support
 a Support community optimization 
 a Voice of the social media 

Having each of these services under the 
same roof generates efficiencies of scale, 
proximity and institutional knowledge that add 
tremendous value to your business.

Everise analyzes vast quantities of multichannel 
support contact data in search of clues to 
deeper, non-obvious sources of multiple 
product issues and contact generators. 

This proprietary methodology, called Systematic 
Insights, leverages the hidden value that 
emerges when next-level analysis of large 
quantities of otherwise disparate information 
reveal links to quantum leap product experience 
improvements.   

Systematic Insights®

Innovation

Everise is an entrepreneurial company 
continually seeking opportunities to develop 
client-specific technologies engineered to 
enhance the product user experience.

Robotic process automation and AI-powered 
support bots are two of many ways we build 
modern, sustainable support solutions for our 
partners. 

Quick Facts
Locations: 13 global experience centers, in 
Asia, North America, Central America and 
Europe

Employees: 12,000

Channels supported: voice, chat, text, email, 
social, support community, AI-powered 
conversational chatbot

Languages: 20 Asian and European

Industries served: smart energy, tech, 
healthcare, travel and hospitality, 
connected devices, retail, logistics

Daily interactions: 500,000+

Headquarters: Singapore

CEO: Sudhir Agarwal
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CX+PX

Turn product experience problems into solutions
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Every customer support contact has something to teach you about improving your product, 
if you look at it the right way. But that information is usually lost by systems optimized to deal 
with nothing more than quickly solving the current problem. 

Systematic Insights by Everise is our revolutionary methodology for capturing transforma-
tive value, buried in support contact data, to help you perfect your product. Our team has 
the training, systems and expertise required to dig deep and extract solutions masquerad-
ing as product experience problems. 

Systematic Insights works at every stage of the product lifecycle. 

Pre-release Stage
Intensive, hands-on interaction with your product, documentation and marketing 
materials to identify future contact drivers and their fixes. 

Growth Stage
Analysis of incoming support contacts and social posts to isolate non-obvious root 
causes of multiple issues. 

Late Stage
Extraction of meaningful voice of the customer insights informing future product 
development.

Everise shares your goal of significantly reducing customer contacts.

We specialize in solving support issues in the smart energy space and know how real people 
use these devices – both the good and the bad.

This equips us with the expertise to spot issues even your own engineers can’t, while 
presenting them with specific, actionable, data-based direction that eliminates 
customer contacts long before they happen.EV
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CASE STUDY: CLIENT
Premiere smart home product maker

CHALLENGE
To leverage content contributed to 
support communities in the identification 
of opportunities to improve the customer 
experience.

ALIGNMENT

STRATEGY

OUTCOME
Eight months after the client’s support 
community was rebooted from the ground 
up, the client reported that the community 
had generated 5.5-million visits and the 
resulting knowledge base content and 
product bug tickets submitted to the client 
produced a support cost savings of at least 
$26-million.

26 Million 
dollars
savings

HIGH PROFILE SUPPORT 
COMMUNITY RE-LAUNCH

Everise specializes in the IoT/smart home 
space and has acquired extensive 
experience resolving issues in this unique 
and often counter-intuitive market.

Everise support contact analysis protocols 
are particularly effective at identifying 
issues based on customer feedback in 
disparate venues, including those 
contributed to public product support 
forums.

Having failed at a previous attempt at 
building a product support forum, the client 
asked the Everise team to advise on and 
help run their second effort. The resulting 
counsel informed the community’s 
organization, culture and moderator 
training ethos with an eye toward building 
a positive venue where customer support 
concerns could be shared constructively 
and in a manner conducive to subsequent 
analysis.
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Q: When is the best time to fix 
the source of your product’s 
toughest support calls?

A: Ideally a few months before 
product release -- long before 
the first call comes in.

Our testers are IoT geeks and overwhelmingly 
former product support agents who understand 
your future users. 

More importantly, our testers love their jobs, as 
evidenced by our industry leading attrition rate 
of just 5% per year. 

Such stability gives us an unmatched base 
of intuition, knowledge and experience we’re 
eager to put to work for you. 

Unfortunately, while pre-release is the best 
time to make usability improvements, it’s the 
time you know the least about how users will 
really interact with your product. 

We’ve seen it all.

Our systematic approach to data collection 
and analysis produces dramatic product 
improvements long before release - the best 
time to apply them.

5%
attrition rate

Everise is based in the thriving tech hub of 
Austin, Texas. 

Everise employs seasoned usability 
experts with a combined decades-worth 
of experience  under our belts - time spent 
solving post-release issues. 
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CASE STUDY: 
TAKING A BETTER SMART ENERGY 
PRODUCT TO MARKET
CLIENT
Industry-leading smart energy hardware and software 
maker.

CHALLENGE
To preemptively mitigate customer contact costs by 
analyzing pre-release hardware to identify product 
bugs – and often features – most likely to spark 
customer issues in the future.

OUTCOME

STRATEGY
Using our Systematic Insights methodology, combining 
hard data analysis with agent experience, agents took 
delivery of and meticulously scrutinized pre-release 
product models, beginning with extensive documentation 
of the unboxing experience. From there, every likely 
customer interaction with the product was analyzed and 
assessed for its plausibility to generate customer contacts.

These were then reported back to the client with an 
accompanying set of recommendations, ranging from 
additional documentation clarity to substantive hardware 
or software adjustments. 

By pairing field testing with Systematic Insights, the client 
further reduced product returns by 32,000 per year, with 
directly attributable savings of 2.4 million dollars.  
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80%

response rate

The Everise feld testing team fled 398 bug report tickets 
with the client, of which 318 resulted in pre-release 
improvements – a remarkably high response rate of 80%.
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We elevate millions of 
smart energy experiences 
every year and can do the 
same for you.
 
CONTACT US TO LEARN MORE
sales@weareeverise.com

Everise empowers customer-focused enterprises of all sizes -- from the Fortune 500 to 
unicorns to high growth tech startups -- to generate brand loyalty and grow unhindered 
while winning on the battleground of experience.

Everise works with partners to craft enduring strategies that encompass Customer 
Experience (CX), Product Experience (PX) and AI-powered Digital Experience (DX). 

More about Everise

575,000 daily experiences. 12,000 people. Seven strategic 
markets. 20 languages. 90% Home-based.

North America
Twin Falls, ID
Salt Lake City
Las Vegas
Tucson
Tahlequah, OK
McGregor, TX
Austin

Asia Pacific
Kuala Lumpur
Manila
Singapore
Japan

Central America
Guatemala City

Europe
Limerick, Ireland

we  elevate    experiences


